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ABSTRACT Over the last few decades, the development in the field of navigation and routing devices
has become a hindering task for the researchers to develop smart and intelligent guiding mechanism at
indoor and outdoor locations for blind and visually impaired people (BVIPs). The existing research need
to be analysed from a historical perception including early research on the first electronic travel aids to
the use of modern artificial vision models for the navigation of BVIPs. Diverse approaches such as: e-cane
or guide dog, infrared-based cane, laser based walker and many others are proposed for the navigation of
BVIPs. But most of these techniques have limitations such as: infrared and ultrasonic based assistance has
short range capacities for object detection. While laser based assistance can harm other people if it directly
hit them on their eyes or any other part of the body. These trade-offs are critical to bring this technology
in practice.To systematically assess, analyze, and identify the primary studies in this specialized field and
provide an overview of the trends and empirical evidence in the proposed field. This systematic research
work is performed by defining a set of relevant keywords, formulating four research questions, defining
selection criteria for the articles, and synthesizing the empirical evidence in this area. Our pool of studies
include 191 most relevant articles to the proposed field reported between 2011 and 2020 (a portion of 2020
is included). This systematic mapping will help the researchers, engineers, and practitioners to make more
authentic decisions for finding gaps in the available navigation assistants and suggest a new and enhanced
smart assistant application accordingly to ensure safety and accurate guidance of the BVIPs. This research
work have several implications in particular the impact of reducing fatalities and major injuries of BVIPs.

INDEX TERMS Blind and visually impaired people, healthcare, smart devices, systematic literature review.

I. INTRODUCTION
Healthcare system is facing the digital transformations with
the use of healthcare information system, electronic medical
record, wearable and smart devices and handheld. A naviga-
tion system for the personals with low visual impairments
means; a system capable of providing accurate navigation
facilities and capable of avoiding obstacle in the route towards
their destination. The development of navigation devices to
make it possible to guide the blind through indoor and or
outdoor surroundings to move and travel in unfamiliar sur-
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roundings is a challenging issue. It is a challenging issue
because of the major deficiencies such as, lack of preview,
less knowledge of the surrounding, and limited access of
the information for positioning. Researchers are trying to
develop a system that can make blind people more indepen-
dent and to become aware of their surroundings. The use
of technological navigation system is one of the significant
cases to deal with the miniaturization of electronics and
the enhancement in processing power and sensing capabil-
ities. According to the World Health Organization (WHO)
about 285 million people are visually impaired out of which
39 million people are blind [1]. The WHO report says that
this ratio of blind people will be increased andwill be doubled
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by 2020. Dhod, et al. [2] reported that about 7 million people
are going blind each year and this ratio is expected to be
double by 2030.

Khan et al. [3] proposed a navigation robot based on
global system for mobile communication (GSM) modem for
communication and global positioning system (GPS) modem
for tracking purposes while LV Max Sonar EZ4 for obstacle
avoidance purposes. Tapu, et al., [4] presented a survey of
wearable and their assistive devices. The paper discusses the
capabilities of existing system, the development in assistive
technological innovation, and the directions toward solutions
for research communities and visually impaired people.

The recent advancement in healthcare based on internet of
things (IoT) such as, glucose level sensing, blood pressure
calculating system, body temperature monitoring, and many
other rehabilitation system play an important role and made
success in healthcare. IoT if be used for blind people in a
successful way can play a significant role to help the patient
in healthcare to suggest them a safe and shortest path to move
to the left or right and tell the patient to stop if some obstacle
occurs. This paper presents a systematic literature review
(SLR) of the navigation systems developed for BVIPs. The
SLR study has been conducted by giving a close attention
to the guidelines suggested by Kitchenham et al. [5]–[8] .
The SLR studies has been conducted in many fields such
as; network domain [9], healthcare big data [10], PMIPV6
domains [11] software birthmark estimation and design [12],
and many other fields.

This research work summarizes the available research
work reported in the domain of navigation assistant devel-
oped for BVIPs. Main contributions of the proposed research
work are;
• To provide a comprehensive details about the available
embedded navigation and path finder approaches for the
blind and visually impaired people in the field of health-
care. This comprehensive detail will outline different
approaches reported for the development of navigation
assistant.

• To provide in depth knowledge about various smart
devices developed for the navigation of BVIPs. It aims
to evaluate the available navigation system for the
hardware components used for different purposes, the
tools/softwares used for the development purposes and
based on the usability (e-cane device, robot, watch-dog,
smart stick, and many other).

• To identify different parameters considered during the
development of navigation systems for the BVIPs.
These parameters include object detection capabilities
(in harsh weather conditions, from distance in mea-
sure), subjective testing/real-time testing, applicability
(affordability, time-consumption, cost, and so on), accu-
racy, eye-mask test and many others.

• Based on the SLR study identify the laps in the current
solutions and provide suggestions to develop an optimal
navigation system for the BVIPs. For example after
analyzing the research articles most of the papers are

trained and validated using error-rate, object detection
capabilities, subjective evaluation/real-time testing and
many others. But no significant attention is given to the
power-capacity, shortest-path decision capabilities and
many others.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details
the background study and related work in the proposed field.
Section 3 explains the research protocol followed for the
targeted SLR work. Section 4 provides results of the selected
primary studies and discusses various techniques followed
for the navigation and path finder purposes for the BVIPs.
Section 5 provides details about the limitations of the pro-
posed SLR study and gives details for the future work in the
proposed field. Section 6 outlines the conclusion and future
work followed by the implication of the proposed research
work in section 7.

II. BACKGROUND STUDY
The navigation systems are mainly concerned to monitor
or control the movements of the objects (vehicle/craft) in
a physical space. These system are handy in the situations
where the humans cannot operate, or where it is full of danger
for the humans to work on such as; bomb disposal and mine
detection. Apart from the military based applications and its
usage, artificial navigations systems have potential use in the
healthcare applications like; IoT based navigation systems
for the blind and visually impaired persons, smart navigation
and tracking systems for the illiterate people and many other
applications. During the last decade a lot of work has been
reported in the fields of smart healthcare systems, smart
security applications, smart home appliances control system
and many others. This section of the paper shows the relevant
work reported in the proposed field.

A. NAVIGATION SYSTEMS FOR BVIPs
Diverse approaches are proposed for assisting the blind and
visually impaired people. Some of these approaches include
cane or guide dog, infrared cane base assistance, voice assis-
tance navigation system, laser based walker, ultrasonic cane
assistance [13]–[16], and sound of vision project for blind and
visually impaired person. This project has won the ICT award
for 2018. It will design, implement and validate an original
non-invasive hardware and software system to assist visually
impaired people by creating and conveying an auditory repre-
sentation of the surrounding environment. This representation
will be created, updated and delivered to a blind person
continuously and in real time. This system will help visually
impaired people in any kind of environment (indoor/outdoor),
without the need for predefined tags/sensors located in the
surroundings [17]. Imadu, et al., [18] proposed a mechanism
for walking guidance for the visually impaired user. The
user push walking stick and steer to navigate along sensor
which communicate the steering angle to the user by winding
the handle. Zöllner, et al., [19] presented an indoor mobile
navigation system that uses the Microsoft Kinect and opti-
cal marker tracking to support BVIPs. The system provides
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vibrotactile feedback on the person waist to offer the thoughts
of the surroundings and warn them about the obstacles. Capi
and Toda [20] presented a robot system to support the BVIPs
in unfamiliar indoor and outdoor surroundings. The robotic
system consists of laser range finders, visual sensor, speak-
ers, gives information of the surroundings. Feng et al., [21]
proposed a navigation and positioning system based on mea-
suring received signals strength in wireless area network. The
system solves the issue of location determination by employ-
ing compressive sensing. The navigation module guides the
user to predefine destinations with instructions of voice.
Kammoun, et al. [22] proposed GPS navigation system to
adaptation of components of Geographic Information Sys-
tem. User- centred design mechanism along with the final
users and Orientation and Mobility instructors were adopted.
Database approach is presented to incorporate the principal
classes suggested by users and Orientation and Mobility.
The system allows improved guidance of the surroundings
adopted in the GIS. The system is an assistive device with the
aim to optimize the quality of life of VIP based on the capa-
bilities of orientation and mobility. Zegarra and Farcy [23]
proposed the applications of GPS with inertial measure-
ment unit (IMU). The information is updated every second.
The user interface is designed in the Smartphone which
gives information of the heading and destination distance.
Liao, et al. [24] proposed RFID guiding cane navigation
system for VIP. The system works well in road guiding. With
this system, with this guiding read the RFID labels, the VIP
can locate themselves, aware of the light signals, and find
information in the surroundings on the road. By having this,
the VIP can set the destination, the cane direct the route
for user through voice. This system is more cost saving,
consistent, and accurate as compared to the GPS. The system
provides accurate location to the VIP.

Nakajima and Haruyama [25] proposed an indoor naviga-
tion system for VIP consists of visible light communication
technology, employs LED lights and geomagnetic correction
method. The system provides accurate positional information
and moment direction information through visible light com-
munication technology. Balata, et al. [26] conducted a qual-
itative study to obtain information of communication issues
among VIP while they are moving in unfamiliar surround-
ings. From the experimental results, it is concluded that VIP
can collaborate on navigation and consider a surroundings
narrative from VIP to be enough for safe and effective nav-
igation. Nguyen et al., [27] developed Visual SLAM system
based on mobile robot to support services of localization for
VIP. The system provides service in small or medium scale
surroundings such as school or building where GPS or Wi-Fi
signals are not available. The system firstly collects image
acquisition visual data. Then, utilize the Fast-Appearance
Based mapping algorithm for matching positions in big sce-
nario. The Kalman Filter is used to better estimate the robot
location. Hosny, et al. [28] developed an indoor navigation
system based on wheelchair. The system consists of three
components, visually impaired system interface, positioning

system, and navigation system. The system focuses on opti-
mal path for visually impaired people on an electronic
wheelchair. For navigation purpose, the user chooses a desti-
nation and preferences of route. Lee and Medioni proposed
a navigation system based on wearable RGBD camera for
VIP [29]. The system consists of interface of Smartphone,
a real time navigation algorithm, haptic feedback system,
and glass-mounted RGBD camera. The interface of mobile
provides effective way for communication using audio and
haptic feedback, the navigation algorithm perform real time
6-DOF feature based visual odometry using glass-mounted
RGBD camera, the navigation algorithm builds 3D voxel map
of the surroundings. D. Ni, et al. [30] designed an assistive
walking robot system based on computer vision and tactile
perception. The system consists of rollator structure which
is used to provide robust physical support, a Kinect device
as eye of the VIP to capture the surroundings information,
and the ultrasonic sensors to detect the symmetry road. By
the help of vibration modes, a wearable vibro-tactile belt is
designed to provide the information to the VIP. A method of
feature extractor is followed for the safe direction based on
depth image compression.

Bhowmick and Hazarika [31] performed a statistical anal-
ysis of the various disciplines in the field and applied infor-
mation analysis. They have integrated scientific research
database of for the last two decades. Their results revealed
that assistive technologies for VIP are expected to become
more mature with the time passes. Nguyen, et al. [32]
described a functional way-finding system designed on a
mobile robot to sustain VIP. The system firstly uses outdoor
technique of visual odometry to the use of indoor by cover
up planes through manual markers for the purpose of reli-
able travel in the surroundings, secondly, proposed a process
to describe in optimal way the landmark of the surround-
ings. For convenience of the VIP, a Smartphone interface is
designed. Tapu, et al. [33] proposed computer vision based
perception system for the navigation of VIP. A motion based
real time object detection and classification methods are
proposed. This method does not require information of the
obstacle size, type, and position etc. A building recognition
method is proposed to enhance the navigation and positioning
capabilities. Kose and Vasant [34] proposed an intelligent
social walking path navigation support system for VI students
in the campus area by applying beacons, artificial intelligence
techniques for optimisation, support of big data, and rising
of internet of things. Skulimowski, et al., [35] introduced an
electronic travel system for the VIP to utilize the interactive
sonification of U-depth map of the surroundings. The system
contains a depth sensor linked to the mobile and a committed
application for segmenting depth images and converting to
real time sound. The user can easily select the 3D scene region
for sonification by touching gestures on the screen of mobile.

Mahmud, et al. [36] proposed a navigation system for visu-
ally impaired people which can guide and help them to easily
move. The system consists of ultrasonic device for obsta-
cle and microcontroller for actions. Y. Wei and M. Lee [37]
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presented a guided dog robot for visually impaired peo-
ple. A smart rope system is designed based on hall-sensor
joystick for human robot interaction. C. Yang, et al. [38]
have examined the visually impaired people effort of com-
pleteness of information and broadcasting timing. Total of
sixteen subjects participated in the experimental process.
Yelamarthi, et al., [39] presented a Microsoft Kinect based
vibrotactile feedback navigation system for visually impaired
people to help them in the visual sense and presents obsta-
cle distance and characteristics information to the user.
Archana, et al. [40] proposed a system in which the user will
be pointed about the surroundings obstacle. The suggested
system detects the obstacle stereoscopic sonar system and
sends back vibro-tactile feedback to tell the user about its
localization through a beep sound. Chaccour and Badr [41]
proposed an indoor navigation system for visually impaired
people which provide a person the ability to navigate without
the assistance of hardware. The system is based on the IP
cameras fixed in each room. Remote processing system anal-
ysed by computer vision algorithms-photos capture from the
surroundings in order to tell the subject about the location and
then assist them accordingly. Lakde and Prasad [42] proposed
a navigation system to support visually impaired people to
aware of the path they are moving and the obstacle in their
path.M.Owayjan, et al. [43] proposed a smart navigation sys-
tem to support visually impaired people to move in a secure
and safe way. Chaccour and Badr [44] proposed an indoor
navigation system without the support of anyone that can
move freely. The system is consist of IP cameras installed at
the ceiling of room and the mobile phone is used as interface
for the communication of human and machine. Simoes and
Lucena [45] presented an audio guided navigation system
for indoor built in a wearable device to work with a hybrid
mapping. The system helps visually impaired people to move
safe and quick with low computational complexity.

Dao et al., [46] introduced an indoor navigation sys-
tem to assist BVIPs. Diverse multimedia technologies are
combined to provide precise, safe and friendly navigation.
Ali and Ali [47] proposed an avoidance system for obstacle
by using Kinect depth camera. This model captures images
with camera and processes it by the help of windowing-
based mean to recognize the obstacles in the surroundings.
Once the system identifies the obstacle, it sends voice to
the user through earphone. Endo, et al. [48] developed a
system for visually impaired people to navigate in order
to take up the dynamic changes in surroundings. A large-
scale direct monocular simultaneous localization and map-
ping (LSD-SLAM) is used to develop the system.Noorithaya,
et al., [49] developed an intelligent and smart cane navigation
system for visually impaired people. The system detects an
obstacle by using ultrasonic sensors and send audio instruc-
tions for help. The algorithm gives audio instructions based
on the ultrasound travel which in turn is made accessible by
an mp3 module connected to the system. Y. Tao, et al. [50]
developed a validation framework for an indoor navigation
system for visually impaired people. The system is a support

FIGURE 1. North America IoT in healthcare market (2014-2025) [58].

FIGURE 2. Main steps of the research protocol.

in term of easy development, easy way-finding solution for
BVI people. Bilgi, et al., [51] presented a navigation system
for accessible Ayazaga campus of Istanbul Technical Univer-
sity. The system works for both indoor and outdoor visually
and hearing impaired people.

Froneman, et al., [52] developed a wearable system of
prototype to support visually impaired people. The system
uses ultrasonic sensor to detect obstacles and send feedback
to the user by using vibration motors. Islam et al., [53]
presented a path finding algorithm and a wearable cap for
navigation of visually impaired people. The system consists
of two parts; the first part is a wearable part which consists of
a cap designed with an Arduino Nano processor, IR receiver,
a headphone, and ultrasonic sensor. The second part is the
schematic segment which is designed for the moment direc-
tions in room. Khan andWaleed [54] developed an assistance
system based on ultrasonic sensor for obstacle detection. The
ultrasonic sensor along with the vibration device and buzzer
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FIGURE 3. Protocol followed to analyze the available developed system in the proposed field.

FIGURE 4. Contribution of the digital libraries in the final pool.

are place on several places in a wearable jacket. The sensor
detects the surroundings of user and send message using
vibration and buzzer when any obstacle is detected. Yang
and Saniie [55] proposed a user interface using acoustic cues.
Acoustic cues can keep informed the user on constant basis.
Object localization system was built for indoor to take advan-
tages of acoustic cues. Paul, et al., [56] developed a smart
navigation system that can help visually impaired people.
The system is known as ‘‘smart eye system’’ which is voice
enabled device to work in challenging situations where the
visually impaired person need. Ebenezer et al., [57] designed
a navigation system for the visually impaired people to travel

independently, with strong privacy and physical safety. The
system facilitate communication of panic messages to the
care givers soon after with the current location. The visual
voice assistance facility is provided through IoT technologies
to enable them to move freely.

B. MOTIVATION
Globally, various countries facing a dramatic increase in the
number of medical people. This high rise in number restricts
the people in accessing the caregivers or primary doctors for
quality treatment. In this modern technological age improv-
ing the efficiency of biomedical and healthcare systems is the
most challenging task. While in case of blind and visually
impaired persons it becomes more challenging due to their
dependencies on other persons for fulfilling their basic needs
like; travelling, accessing their care takers, hospitals and other
basic needs. To address all these problems different countries
contributed to develop intelligent systems for the people.
European countries contributed a lot and the North America
on the top list of developing smart systems for the healthcare
purposes. During the census 2014, the market analyst, Grand
View Research reported that North America dominated the
overall market in healthcare IoT services [58]. The private
funding and government interest in the IoT services are the
key accelerating factors in this dominance for North America.
Fig. 1 depicts the annual contribution of the North America in
IoT based healthcare market during the census (2014-2025).
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TABLE 1. Set of research for The SLR process.

TABLE 2. Search keywords.

Contrary to this, no such government or private interest is
shown in Asia Pacific, Latin America or Middle East and
Africa regions. These specific countries shares about 20%,
10%, and 5%. This low share also reflects the quality of
treatment, and deprival of quality health in these regions [58].

III. RESEARCH PROTOCOL
There are six major steps involved in the implementation of
the SLR study as depicted in Fig. 2. These steps are research
methodology, objectives and research questions selection,
relevant studies selection, final pool of the relevant papers and
online repository, quality assessment, and data extraction and
synthesis.

All these steps are discussed in details below.

A. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A systematic literature review (SLR) is a rigorous approach to
evaluate, identify and interpret all the relevant studies about a
particular topic of interest [8]. This SLR is carried out follow-
ing the steps and guidelines proposed Kitchenham and Char-
ters [7]. Also the guidelines provided by Moher et al., [59]
to perform a systematic analysis of the available literature.
They proposed a checklist in tabular format for the evaluation
and analysis purposes. Following are the major steps that
summarizes the overall protocol proposed for the SLR study;

â Planning the review:
� Research questions formulation
� Searching process identification

FIGURE 5. Annual trend of primary research articles.

� Keywords selection and identification
� Selection of digital libraries
� Inclusion/exclusion criteria definition

â Conducting the review:
� Selection of the primary studies.
� Quality assessment.
� Data extraction and monitoring
� Data synthesis

After the identification of needs and requirements for the
review process, we specified the research questions (RQs)
discussed in section 3.2.1. Proposed methodology (review
protocol) used in this SLR study is shown in Fig. 3. The
SLR process starts with article selection, then classification
scheme is adapted to address the goals and RQs of this SLR.
Based on the classification scheme we carried out mapping,
in the preparation of the SLR analysis and then synthesis to
address the RQs.

All these major steps shown in figure 4 are discussed in
details below.

B. PLANNING THE REVIEW
In this section we identify the mechanism how to perform the
search process (defining the research questions, formulating
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TABLE 3. List of the libraries selected for search process.

the search process, identification of keywords, and the defi-
nition of the inclusion/exclusion criteria). This mechanism is
explained in detail below.

1) RESEARCH QUESTIONS FORMULATIONS
Initially, the most recent published work (during the
last 5 years) is studied to know the current status of the
research work reported in the field of navigation and path
finder techniques for the BVIPs. Furthermore, these papers
were thoroughly analysed to get familiarise with important
concepts, parameters considered for the development, abbre-
viations, tools suggested for the development. Based on the
future issues and current status of the research in the proposed
field four research questions (RQs) are formulated so that to
perform a comprehensive systematic review.

Table 1 represents the set of research questions and the
description to these research questions.

2) SEARCHING PROCESS IDENTIFICATION
For searching the existing literature, the most popular
libraries in the computing field are selected. These libraries
include; ACM, Science Direct, IEEE Explore, Springer,
Wiley online and Taylor & Francis. Queries are defined for
the accumulation of primary articles relevant to the topic
of interest based on title, abstract, and contents provided in
the paper. Inclusion/Exclusion phased is performed on the
downloaded research articles to finalize a set of most rele-
vant research articles for the SLR study. Selected papers are
further assessed to validate the relevancy of search process.
At the end of assessment, final set of papers are forms in
the context of research question, to identify the existing and
latest research trends in IoT based smart healthcare system for
the issues such as navigation system, blind people, visually
impaired, and obstacle avoidance.

3) KEYWORDS SELECTION AND IDENTIFICATON
After formulating the research questions the next and most
important phase of the SLR study is the identification of
keywords and formulation of the query to accumulate the
most relevant primary articles from the selected online digital
libraries. A generic query is shown in table 2.

This query and keywords are customized during research
articles accumulation process from online digital libraries.

TABLE 4. Inclusion or exclusion criteria.

4) SEARCHING OF DIGITAL LIBRARIES
For the accumulation of research articles relevant to the topic
of interest, we selected the six online digital libraries as
shown in table 3. These libraries are the most popular and the
peer-reviewed digital libraries, where most of the researchers
published their state-of-the-art research works.

The papers are downloaded from these digital libraries
based on the queries formulated for each digital research
library. After downloading papers as a result of search pro-
cess, these papers are further analyzed for refinement to
eliminate the irrelevant and duplicate papers if any. So using
this process, those paper which did belong in the ‘‘Navigation
system’’ domain but were failed to address any of the research
questions are excluded. As a result, a total of 191 papers were
found most relevant papers to the proposed research study.

5) INCLUSION/EXCLUSION CRITERIA
Defining an inclusion/exclusion is the most difficult job of
the SLR research process. Because this is the main step
of the SLR that ensures the selection of the most relevant
primary articles for the final pool of the paper to be used for
the quality assessment process. The inclusion/exclusion of a
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TABLE 5. Selection of primary studies for the final pool.

TABLE 6. List of the libraries selected for search process.

certain paper is decided based on the guidelines provided by
Moher et al., [59].

Table 4 represents the inclusion/exclusion criteria of the
primary studies relevant to the proposed field.

All the selected papers are thoroughly checked and ana-
lyzed by all the authors to ensure the inclusion criteria.
A significant attention is given to the last three questions
defined for the inclusion of a paper. A voting mechanism
is considered for this step. If more than half of the authors
were agreed for the inclusion of the paper then the paper was
included in the final pool otherwise the paper was excluded.
This voting mechanism is based on the title of the paper, the
abstract, and the contents provided in the paper. The summary
of the overall inclusion process is shown in table 5. A final
pool of 191 relevant primary articles are selected for the
assessment process.

C. CONDUCTING THE REVIEW
After performing the initial major steps such as; selection
of the online digital libraries, formulation of research ques-
tions, keywords identification, inclusion/exclusion criteria
selection the next phase is to conduct the systematic review
process based on the research protocol selected. This process
consists of a few major steps such as; selection of the primary
studies, data synthesis andmonitoring and quality assessment
processes. All these steps are discussed in details below.

1) SELECTION OF PRIMARY STUDIES
After sorting the selected digital libraries defined in section
3.2.4 for the relevant articles and performing the inclusion or
exclusion process on each library articles, a final pool of 191

TABLE 7. List of the libraries selected for search process.

most relevant primary papers are selected for the proposed
review process (SLR process). The selected pool consists of
conference papers, workshop papers, book sections, journal
papers, and review/survey papers. Table 6 contains details for
the selected finalized pool.

After developing a final pool of the most relevant pri-
mary studies for the quality assessment process, the selected
papers are sorted for the percentage contribution of individual
library in the final pool. Fig. 4 depicts the percentage con-
tribution of the digital libraries in the final pool. From the
figure it is concluded that the IEEE Explorer is an attrac-
tive platform for the embedded applications and research
works.

The final pool of the papers is also sorted out based on the
annual trend as depicted in Fig. 5, to check the significance
of the research in the corresponding year. From figure 5 it
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TABLE 8. Most relevant research articles.

TABLE 9. Annual breakup of relevant publications during 2011-2020.

FIGURE 6. Evolution of final pool by type.

is concluded that that when the years ranges increases from
2011 – 2020 (a part of 2020 is included) the number of the
published articles increases that shows the significant and
interest of the researchers in the proposed field with the
passage of time.

The number of publications in the relevant papers pool
based on its type is depicted in Fig. 6. It is concluded from
Fig. 6 that with the passage of time the number of publica-
tions increases that shows the maturity and interest of the
researchers in the proposed field.
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FIGURE 7. Evolution of final pool.

The final pool of the relevant papers is also sorted out
for type of the paper (conference proceedings, review/survey
papers, book section, or journal article), digital library
selected (IEEEExplorer, ACM, ScienceDirect, SpringerLink,
Taylor & Francis, and Wiley online in our case), publica-
tion year (2011 – 2020 (a part of 2020 is included)), and
the reference to the selected relevant papers in the final
pool. The resultant image is shown in Fig. 7. It contains the
overall information about selected papers for the assessment
process.

2) QUALITY ASSESSMENT
After applying the inclusion/exclusion process next phase is,
to assess the quality of the selected relevant articles based on

the criteria defined in the SLR protocol. All the set of relevant
papers are reviewed and assessed against each of the research
question. The quality criteria (QC) for each research question
is depicted in table 7.

Each paper of the final set is manually reviewed and ana-
lyzed by the authors for the quality assessment. A distin-
guished quality criteria for every research questions, helped
the authors to objectively assess the answers for each research
questions in the proposed SLR study. To quantitate this
assessment for further analysis, weights are assigned to all
research questions. These varying weights are answered for
each relevant articles based on the content provided in the
paper against each research question. The weights are defined
using the following criteria:
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TABLE 10. List of approaches reported for navigation system development.
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TABLE 10. (Continued.) List of approaches reported for navigation system development.

• 0 if a paper has no information for the selected research
question.

• 0.5 if a paper has a partial but satisfactory information
about a research question.

• 1 if a paper contains full and complete description for
the research question.

After performing the quality assessment process to the set of
the relevant papers, the aggregate score can of each research
question based on the quality criteria depicted in table 7 can
be calculated using equation 1.

Agg.score =
∑4

i=1
QC i (1)

where QC is the quality criteria for each research question
based on the defined assessment weighted values. In this
systematicmapping a set of research questions are formulated
as depicted in Table 1 that can cover the navigation system
accurately, and the papers are downloaded from the selected
digital libraries that satisfies these research questions. If a
certain paper satisfies only one RQ and fails to address the
rest of research questions, then this does not means that we
withdraw that paper, but that paper only give information
for that particular problem defined (For example algorithms)
and it does not answers the rest of research questions. So
if someone interested in only algorithms so he can directly
select these papers.

The overall aggregate score for each research article is
depicted in Fig. 7. The accumulated score values reflects the
relevancy of a certain paper to the proposed research problem.

This highest aggregate value for a certain research paper
indicates the relevancy of the article to the selected research
problem. List of themost relevant articles (the articles that has
aggregate score larger than or equal to 3) is shown in table 8.

3) DATA EXTRACTION AND MONITORING
After performing the quality assessment activity on final set
of relevant papers based on the formulated four research
question 191 most relevant papers are extracted and finalized
for the analysis and findings phase of the SLR. These most
relevant articles ranging from 2011 – 2020 (a portion of 2020
is included in the systematic mapping) as depicted in table 9.

It is evident from table 9 that year-wise from 2011 to 2020
the number of publications increases in the proposed field
that reflects the maturity of the field with passage of time. A
systematic mapping is required to analyze the existing work
instead of reading the overall digital libraries for a single task.
To address this problem this research is developed to present
an SLR study of the available navigation assistant developed
for the BVIPs or blind people, which is further helpful for the
researchers or practitioners to develop an efficient navigation
system for the BVIPS based on this study. After synthesizing
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TABLE 11. List of technology/tools proposed for navigation assistant development.

andmonitoring the final set of relevant papers the findings are
discussed in the results and discussion section of the paper.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section of the paper provides a brief discussions on the
findings of this SLR work. Based on the formulated research
questions the results and discussion section is divided into
four sections. Overall information about navigation systems,
different hardware components used for obstacle avoidance,
shortest path deciding, route finding and many others are
explained in this section of the paper. The discussion section
encapsulates all the 191 relevant articles of the final pool
based on the quality assessment criteria assessed.

A. RQ1 – WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT APPROACHES
PROPOSED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NAVIGATION OR
PATH-FINDER SYSTEMS FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY
IMPAIRED PEOPLE?
Multiple state-of-the-art applications are developed to facil-
itate the BVIPs for moving around. These applications are

in the form of smart canes, smart sticks, mobile application,
smart shoes, and many others. After thoroughly study-
ing the final set of relevant articles this research ques-
tion aims to extract the suggested navigation systems or
path-finder applications by multiple researchers for BVIPs
a number of applications are found that are presented in
table 10.

Fig. 8 depicts the different assistive terms frequently used
in the final set of relevant articles for blind and visually
impaired persons.

B. RQ2 – WHAT IS THE TYPE OF TECHNOLOGY/TOOLS
USED TO DEVELOP THE NAVIGATION/path-FINDER
SYSTEM FOR THE BVIPs?
Using the final set of the relevant articles as an evident this
question targets the software tools or technology (web-based
systems, mobile applications, embedded system) used for the
development of the navigation systems. The set of tool and
technology considered in the development phase are listed in
table 11.
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TABLE 12. List of hardware components proposed for obstacle avoidance.
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TABLE 12. (Continued.) List of hardware components proposed for obstacle avoidance.

FIGURE 8. Popular terms in Assistive Technology for the Visually Impaired
and Blind people based on our constructed publication database. The
word cloud shows the breadth and focus of the terms occurring in the
titles and abstracts of published research. More frequent words appear
with greater prominence.

C. RQ3 – WHAT TYPE OF MECHANISM/APPLICATIONS
ARE FOLLOWED TO AVOID OBSTACLES IN THE
NAVIGATION ASSISTANT?
In navigation applications obstacle can be termed as the
type of any miss-happen that can cause both economical and
physical loss. Physical loss consists of fatalities or injuries
while economical loss consists of application/ loss or failure
that cause economical loss for both people and the developers.
That’s why during the development of an accurate navigation
system one of the big barrier for the researcher is to accurately
avoid the obstacle in BVIPs route. Several approaches are
considered for the avoidance of the obstacle. List of the
approaches proposed for the obstacle avoidance are shown
in table 12.

D. RQ4 – WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT PARAMETERS THAT
ENSURES THE APPLICABILITY AND RELIABILITY
(USED FOR TRAINING PURPOSES) OF
THE NAVIGATION/PATH-FINDER
SYSTEMS FOR THE BVIPs?
After developing a navigation system, main activity is
to check the applicability of the developed application
based on some performance metrics or training mechanism.
This training mechanism ultimately evaluates the application
based on its capabilities feedback system, time consump-
tion and response time. These metrics validate complexity,
reliability, usability, and many others. Multiple performance
metrics that are considered in the relevant set of final research
article is depicted in table 13.

V. LIMITATIONS
The limitations of the proposed research work are listed
below:

• Limited online repositories selection – For developing
a set of the relevant research articles for the systematic
review process, only six digital libraries are selected for
the search process. As there are many libraries available
for accumulating the relevant articles, but we paid our
attention to only peer-reviewed and high quality research
journals.

• Specific range of years selection – Although a number
of publications are reported in every field on daily basis
but for the proposed research work a specific range of
years (2011 – 2020 (a portion of 2020 is included in
the review process)). This limited range is selected for
the proposed systematic research process to accumulate
only the recent state of the art approaches proposed for
the BVIPs or blind patient’s navigation.

• Contains no information about the problem –A paper
is skipped in the proposed research process if it contains
the word ‘‘smart buildings or smart homes’’, but have no
concern with the implementations of the proposed word.
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TABLE 13. List of performance metrics.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
During the last decade the IoT device inspired the world by
providing state of the art and smart applications for humans.
These applications ranging from smart urban management to
smart transportation management, smart healthcare devices
to smart electrical and home devices, smart navigation sys-
tems to smart tracking systems, and many others. One of the
most inspiring application is the development of navigation
assistant for visually impaired or blind patient that facili-
tate them by providing navigation capabilities at indoor or
outdoor positions without others support. Imposing safety,
reliability, and accurate navigation capabilities in IoT-based
navigation applications has been identified as a big barrier

for realizing the vision of smart, and intelligent navigation
system. In this circumstances, analyzing the risks related to
the use and potential misuse of information about navigation
systems, path-finder algorithms, and end-users, as well as,
forming methods for incorporating safety-enhancing mea-
sures in the design is not straightforward and thus requires
solid investigation. To address this problem a systematic
review process is performed on the available literature pub-
lished during the period 2011 – 2020 (a portion of 2020 is
included in the systematic mapping) based on the guidelines
provided by Kitchenham et al. [5]–[8].

Six different peer-reviewed online digital libraries are fol-
lowed for the primary research articles accumulation and
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quality assessment purposes. A total of 191 relevant articles
(journal articles, book sections, conference proceedings, and
survey papers) are identified for the analysis and assessment
purposes. This research work is performed by organizing
and summarizing the existing literature research work based
on the research questions formulated and keywords selected
for the systematic review process. This analysis on the exis-
tence research work will help the researchers, engineers, and
practitioners to make more authentic decisions, which will
ultimately help to use the study as evidence for inspecting the
flaws in the available smart navigation assistants and suggest
new and enhanced intelligent stick/application accordingly to
ensure safety and accurate guidance capabilities in indoor and
outdoor situations. This research work have several implica-
tions in particular the impact of reducing the fatalities and
major injuries of blind and the personswith low visual impair-
ments. Also it will encourage the research community to
develop a smart navigation system by considering the power
consumption and shortest path decision-making capabilities.

VII. IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This research work has highlighted the most significant area
of research in IoT-based applications and answered some
research questions. Furthermore, the implications and future
directions for researchers, engineers, and practitioners are
to explore the area further to extract meaningful insights
and information from the data, and to use in effective way
in developing new smart and accurate navigation systems.
This will require the effort of in-depth analysis of navigation
systems.

After analyzing the available literature it was concluded
that most of the researchers validate their models using
different performance metrics such as error rate generated,
subjective evaluation (real-time testing on blind and eye-
folded persons), object detection capabilities, accuracy, time
consumption and many others, but no one give attention
towards power capacity (for how long it works i-e battery
capacity), shortest path decision capabilities. Also the level
of acceptance or rejection by a certain VIP is not discussed
for a particular navigation assistant.
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